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MEETING YOUR TODAY'S
NEEDS NOW

Social Media Management: - Need a
millennial who can understand the
weird and
quirky trends across social media? I’m
your guy! I can handle your handles!
Social media is fast becoming the
most popular and effective way of
communication. And as someone who
spends time on social platforms
studying,
learning, observing, and interacting, I
know most social platforms like the
back of my hand!

CONTACT ME

Arjun"AJ" Sridhar
+91-8431365036
arjun@arjunsridhar.com
www.chaiandchill.com
www.arjunsridhar.com
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Social Media Marketing: - If you’re
someone who wants to leverage
(or even just
build) your social media presence,
but still want to maintain
complete
administrative control of your
social pages, that’s ok! I can help
provide tips
and tricks on how to get your
brand out there on social
platforms. I can assist
in helping you prepare a social
media posting calendar, the type
of content
required on each platform
(different platforms = different
audiences!) and
offer valuable insight on current
and new & upcoming trends.

Logo Design: - Logos are so important for any
brand. They need to convey a
message, be simple, be recognizable, and
they need to be consistent no matter
where the logo is used. Sounds like a lot?
Well, that’s where I come in! By
understanding what you want from your logo,
what the brand means to you, your
audience, and just getting to know your
needs and vision, I will be more than
happy to come up with a few logo options
that will work!

Social Media Posts Designs: Matching your content with your
brand is crucial!
People these days often check an
individual’s or a company’s social
media
platforms when they are curious.
And if they don’t like what they’re
looking
at, the social media page might be
all that they look at! I can assist
with
making social media posts whose
designs match with the brand and
convey the
brand message and vision!
Continuity and consistency is key.

Poster Design: - Getting people to
read a poster that’s got a lot of
content,
but still making it feel like a breeze to
get through! That’s the aim, and
that’s what I plan to provide!
Information that’s palatable!

Article Writing: - Writing is just nonverbal talking! And I love talking
about
things that interest and intrigue me!
Sports and Automobiles being at the
tip
of what I love to talk about! A breezy,
humorous, sometimes satirical, and
sometimes punny read! That’s what
you’ll get!

Brochure Design: - Often the first
moment of interaction! And just like they
say
for people, “There’s only one first
impression. So, it better be a good ‘un!”
Well the brochure is quite often the
brand’s “first impression” touch point for
what it is communicating and who it is
representing! It’s important to get it
right, and that’s what I’m here to help
with!

Going Forward: - Ready
to try me out? Get some
sample work done. If you
like it, we can talk
business.
I'll make it a WIN-WIN for
us.
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Creative Work And Projects Done At College
Sl
No

URL
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https://www.arjunsridhar.com/projects/15.pdf
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3
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Description

Setting up an ecommerce portal
for a sports brand
https://www.arjunsridhar.com/projects/2.pdf Setting up a Football Academy
https://www.arjunsridhar.com/projects/9.pdf NIKE FUEL product launch
https://www.arjunsridhar.com/projects/1.pdf Organization study of Lacoste'
https://www.arjunsridhar.com/projects/4.pdf Consumer Behaviour study
https://www.arjunsridhar.com/projects/11.pdf Gully Cricket Business Plan
https://www.arjunsridhar.com/projects/7.pdf Promoting Basketball in India
https://www.arjunsridhar.com/projects/8.pdf International Motor Sport in India
SportzAid for sports health and
https://www.arjunsridhar.com/projects/10.pdf
nutrition

The entire project list is available at http://www.arjunsridhar.com/annexure3.htm

